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Abstract
Externalities occur where an economic actor takes a decision which results in
actions that affect other parties without their consent. In most cases, the creator
of the externality will be a corporation because they are the most important
actors in modern economies. There is a market failure as the corporation obtains
all the benefits of the activity but does not bear all the costs.
Since Ronald Coase’s seminal work, economists have generally argued that
externalities should be dealt with either by instrumental regulation or by
bargaining between the creator and victim. The regulator should choose
between these two options on the basis of cost-benefit analysis. In particular, the
costs associated with government intervention should be compared with the
transaction costs confronting parties where they attempt to deal with the
externality by means of a contract. Most economists assume regulatory costs
(including the costs of producing and enforcing regulation and the distortions of
economic activity to which it gives rise) will be very high, so the ‘cure’ of
regulation will normally be worse than the ‘disease’ of externalities, making
government intervention undesirable from an efficiency standpoint. This makes
them sanguine about leaving many, or even most, externalities to the market,
even though its failure led to the externality in the first place. They then assume
that if the parties fail to reach agreement on a solution to a particular externality,
this will be for transaction costs reasons, so leaving the externality where it falls
is the most efficient outcome in the circumstances.
This paper argues that neither of these methods offers a wholly adequate way of
dealing with externalities in a globalised economy characterised by factually
and technologically complex chains of causation. As is widely recognised by
sociologists as well as economists, instrumental regulation faces massive
difficulties in dealing with externalities. It can also be argued that transaction
costs are not the only barrier to bargaining. The result is that many externalities
go uncorrected, and it cannot simply be assumed that this is an efficient
outcome. The paper then argues that this governance ‘gap’ could be filled by the
doctrine of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), but only if two conditions
are met. First, CSR must be understood as corporations voluntarily taking
responsibility for, or internalising, the externalities their operations create. This
requires corporate decision-makers to change the frames they use so as to take
account of the costs their activities create. Second, corporations must be steered
towards a socially adequate identification and internalisation of those costs by
the careful use of procedural, or reflexive, regulation. A reflexive regulatory
approach to CSR would require corporations to meet with those who consider
themselves affected in order to construct the ‘facts’ about the externality, and
then require corporate decision-makers to internalise that externality in a
manner which is acceptable to all concerned. This would arguably result in

many externalities being identified and corrected in a cost-effective way, and
should be considered as an alternative or complement to other methods of
governing externalities.
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Introduction
A negative externality occurs where a decision is taken that results in an event
which has adverse, uncompensated effects on another party who does not
consent to it.1 Prima facie, this is a market failure because it results in an
inefficient allocation of resources: those who gain the benefits of the activity do
not bear all the costs. A portion of the costs are transferred onto other economic
agents. Pollution is a well-known example of an externality, while the 2007
Stern Report on the Economics of Climate Change claimed that
‘In common with many other environmental problems, human-induced
climate change is at its most basic level an externality. Those who
produce greenhouse-gas emissions are bringing about climate change,
thereby imposing costs on the world and on future generations, but they
do not face directly... the full consequences of the costs of their actions.’2
Less obvious examples of externalities include the (as yet unknown) side-effects
of new technological processes such as genetically modified crops or ‘fracking’
to extract coal seam gas, as well as the costs to the public of medical treatment
for obesity from eating processed food. However, much of the economic
literature examines not complex ‘socio-technical externalities’ of this kind but
the classic territory of the law of nuisance: sparks from railways affecting crops
and noise and vibration affecting doctors’ surgeries.
It follows from the definition offered above that an externality can occur even
though the parties are in a contractual relationship.3 Externalities where the
parties are in a contractual relationship give rise to greater controversy, because
it is commonly argued that the ‘victim’ of the externality consented to it. So for
example, the dominant economic approach to corporate law and corporate
governance assumes that where a contract has been concluded between the
corporation and a stakeholder such as an employee or a consumer, that contract
by definition makes the stakeholder better off (or else they would not have
entered it); that their ability to go elsewhere implies that if they do not do so,
they have consented to any harms they suffer; and that the terms of their
contracts fully protect their interests.4 This assumption can be challenged in
relation to employees who make investments in firm-specific human capital.5
For various reasons, these investments – and the employees’ claim to the returns
they generate – cannot be protected by complete, legally binding contracts.6 As
with the company’s shareholders, this creates a relationship of dependence or
economic ‘agency’ between the employees in question and corporate decisionmakers. In other words, these employees become – like shareholders – residual
claimants in the sense that their returns depend on the exercise of management
discretion. If management decides unilaterally to renege on an implicit
undertaking to remunerate the employees in line with the gains (or quasi-rents)
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their specialisation generates, they will suffer an economic loss. This risk was
not allocated by the contract, nor will the employees have consented to the
decision. Their only alternative is to go elsewhere, and if they do this, they will
suffer a significant and long-lasting decline in income.7 This example of an
externality demonstrates that corporate decision-making can create significant
externalities for employees despite the fact that they are in a contractual
relationship with the corporation. This argument has not been dealt with
adequately by proponents of a shareholder value model of corporate
governance, and remains one of the weakest links in their normative model.8
A similar – although less compelling – argument can be advanced in relation to
consumers. David Yosifon argues that it is difficult for most consumers ‘to
inspect or understand the relevance of nicotine levels in cigarettes, trans fats in
french fries, or escalating interest rates in home mortgages.’9 Consumers are not
only on the wrong side of an information asymmetry; they also have limited
cognitive powers which must be exercised across the whole basket of their
consumption choices. In Simon’s terms, consumers are ‘boundedly rational’,
which means they intend to do what is best, but ‘satisfice because they have not
the wits to maximize’.10 This means that they may ‘choose without first
examining all possible behaviour alternatives’ and ‘leave out of account those
aspects of reality – and that means most aspects – that appear irrelevant at a
given time.’11 This too is arguably an externality because harm is inflicted on
these consumers without their informed consent to it. The normal economic
response to this is that misleading advertisements, esoteric contract terms and
seriously harmful products are dealt with by regulation. However, a quick
glance at Yosifon’s examples shows us that, even where it exists, the efficacity
of this regulation is at best questionable.
This brings us to the argument of this paper. Economists argue that, where an
externality exists, the regulator must decide whether it should be dealt with – or
governed – by means of ex ante regulation or left to bargaining between the
parties. Since Ronald Coase’s seminal 1960 paper, ‘The Problem of Social
Cost’, economic theory has for the most part offered regulators a binary choice
for governing economic externalities. They can either regulate or tax the activity
which gives rise to the externality, or they can leave the matter to bargaining
between the parties. Regulators are instructed to choose between these two
methods on the basis of a complex, fact-intensive cost-benefit analysis, which
takes account of both the costs of the method of governance and any second
order effects produced by the intervention. In this paper I am going to argue that
neither of these methods offers a wholly adequate way of dealing with
externalities in a globalised economy, characterised by factually and
technologically complex chains of causation. The failings of these two methods
of governance mean that many externalities go uncorrected, something about
which, it is suggested, economists are unduly sanguine. In this paper it will be
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argued that this ‘governance gap’12 can be filled by the doctrine of Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR), but only if two conditions are met. CSR must be
understood as corporations voluntarily taking responsibility for, or internalising,
the social costs, or externalities, or impacts their operations create, and
corporations must be steered towards a socially adequate identification and
internalisation of those costs by the careful use of procedural, or reflexive,
regulation. In some cases, this will be a more efficient means of governance,
and in other cases, it will permit externalities to be governed which otherwise
would not even be identified. CSR would therefore become a third method of
governing social cost, to be used as an alternative or complement to the other,
more conventional methods.
This is a provocative argument, but one which is beginning to gain some
currency with policy makers. Apparently inspired by the Ruggie Principles,13
which require corporations to undertake due diligence in relation to their human
rights impacts, the European Commission recently announced a new approach
to CSR.14 It is abandoning its longstanding approach to CSR as ‘a concept
whereby companies decide voluntarily to contribute to a better society and a
cleaner environment’.15 Under the new approach, CSR will refer to ‘the
responsibility of enterprises for their impacts on society’. Inter alia, this will
require that corporations ‘have in place a process to integrate social,
environmental, ethical, human rights and consumer concerns into their business
operations and core strategy in close collaboration with their stakeholders, with
the aim of maximising the creation of shared value for their
owners/shareholders and for their other stakeholders and society at large; [and]
identifying preventing and mitigating their possible adverse impacts.’ In terms
of ‘identifying, preventing and mitigating’, corporations are ‘encouraged to
carry out risk-based due diligence, including through their supply chains.’ This
change in approach is potentially of great importance as it appears to extend the
Ruggie framework far beyond human rights concerns. Under the old approach,
CSR encompassed any ‘socially responsible’ action which improved the
corporation’s reputation, and therefore its profitability. This meant that
spending on charity and the arts, for example, was viewed as socially
responsible, even though there was no connection between the beneficiaries of
this largesse and the corporation’s business activities. Under the new approach,
CSR should be more firmly connected to the effects of the corporation’s
business activities. An important question is whether corporations will go
beyond what the law requires where there their managers cannot advance a
‘business case’ for doing so. As discussed below, this may be legally
problematic. More importantly from the perspective of this paper, CSR will
become one possible mechanism by which corporate activities can be governed
so as to align them with the public interest or common good.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section two looks at the limitations of
governing externalities by means of instrumental regulation. Section three looks
at the barriers to market solutions to externalities, also known as ‘Coasean
bargaining’ between the parties, and examines the extent to which the failure of
the parties to bargain about a particular externality justifies the assumption that
the existing pattern of economic activity produces net benefits for society.
Section four looks at the advantages of governing externalities through CSR. A
brief conclusion follows.

2. Governance of Externalities through ‘Regulation’
Economists accept that economic activity sometimes produces externalities, or
‘external diseconomies’ for outsiders or third parties. They also accept that this
is a market failure, in the sense that where social cost exceeds private cost, the
market does not necessarily achieve an efficient allocation of resources. Until
1960, the conventional economic approach to externalities was in line with that
suggested by Pigou in 1920.16 He argued that governments should always
intervene to correct externalities by means of taxation or regulation because the
‘divergence between private and social net product’ ‘arises out of a disservice
rendered to persons other than the contracting parties’ and so cannot be
‘mitigated by a modification of the contractual relation between any two
contracting parties’.17 However, this ‘natural’ divergence could be removed by
the state by means of ‘‘extraordinary encouragements’ or ‘extraordinary
restraints’ upon investments in that field’, the ‘most obvious examples’ of
which being ‘bounties and taxes’.18 In this way the state could require that
negative externalities be internalised by those who benefited from their
production, whilst producers of positive externalities could be subsidised by the
state.
With his seminal paper, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’,19 Ronald Coase launched
a serious challenge to Pigou’s approach. Coase argued that government
intervention would not necessarily result in the greatest social wealth for a
number of reasons. First, there are costs associated with government
intervention, and since these do not in themselves contribute to social wealth,
they should be taken into account in deciding whether to intervene. Second,
government intervention distorts the incentives of actors within the economic
system and so changes their behaviour. These second order effects of
intervention also need to be taken into account by the regulator. Coase argued
that the alternative to regulatory intervention is to do nothing, and to leave the
matter to bargaining between those concerned with the externality in question.
Coase argued that, as long as property rights are clearly defined in law, one
party will have the right either to create the harmful effect or to be free of it. In
4

those circumstances, it is open to those concerned with the social cost to bargain
around the law’s default allocation of rights. If there were no transaction costs
(i.e., the parties could identify each other, strike a comprehensive bargain and
enforce it costlessly), then the possibility of bargaining would mean that the
right in question would always be allocated to its highest value use. Of course,
as Coase explicitly recognised, there will always be transaction costs. This
means that it cannot be assumed that bargains will alwats be struck wherever
they would be wealth-enhancing; conversely, the absence of a bargain does not
necessarily indicate that resources are allocated to their highest value uses in
absolute terms. However, Coase’s argument offers a regulator faced with an
instance of social cost an alternative to Pigovian taxation or regulation: they can
do nothing, and leave the particular social cost issue to possible negotiation
between the creator and victim. As long as the transaction costs are lower than
the gains from trade, the argument goes, self-interested economic agents will
trade. In choosing between regulation and leaving the matter to the parties, the
regulator should compare the costs and benefits of government regulation with
the costs and benefits of doing nothing and leaving the matter to the parties,
including the transaction costs facing the parties.
Whereas Pigou had adopted conventional assumptions about the causes of
externalities and the morality of allowing them to continue, Coase argued that
problems of social cost are reciprocal, in the sense that they entail competing
claims to scarce resources, such as clean air or silence.20 Coasean economists
therefore abstract from moral reasoning and argue that what needs to be
determined is which allocation of resources will produce the greatest social
wealth. Coase’s approach is counter-intuitive to lawyers because he ‘not only
rides roughshod over notions of corrective justice; he also undermines
fundamental notions of causation.’21 It requires a much broader inquiry into
how society’s resources should be allocated in order to increase aggregate social
wealth.
The assumption that the regulator can make a socially adequate choice between
intervening with taxation or regulation and doing nothing requires some heroic
epistemological assumptions. In order to compare the costs and benefits of
regulation versus doing nothing, the regulator must try to anticipate how the
parties will respond to regulation and how that response will affect total social
wealth. I will say no more about that here, other than to note that any attempt to
predict the impact of a regulation on something as complex as a large, modern
economy is certain to be wrong.22 Nevertheless, regulators pay lip service to this
requirement and produce clear cost-benefit analyses of the impact they expect
proposed regulatory schemes to have. Coase’s view was that the costs of
government intervention were likely to be very high, making it ‘very likely that
most ‘externalities’ should be allowed to continue if the value of production is
to be maximized.’23 To the extent that transaction costs prevent bargaining
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around the law’s allocation of rights, social wealth will not be maximised in
absolute terms. However, social wealth will be higher than it would be under
the alternative of government regulation or taxation.
Coase’s view that regulation will rarely be able to deal efficiently with social
cost has garnered support not only from neoclassical economists, who view
interference with market outcomes as likely to do more harm than good as well
as infringe on individual liberty,24 but also from legal sociologists such as
Gunther Teubner. Teubner claims that instrumental regulation faces a trilemma,
which means that law ‘is either irrelevant, or produces disintegrating effects on
the social area of life or else disintegrating effects on regulatory law itself’.25
The application of the trilemma to the context of governing externalities
requires some further explanation. There are many ways in which law might
become irrelevant, such as where corporations produce externalities which
produce harm across borders. It may be difficult for the regulator to identify
social costs before they occur. Where the regulator does not know even the
nature of the externality, let alone the harm it causes or the extent of its effects,
it will of course be impossible to design legislation which deals with it. Vatn
and Bromley emphasise that externalities are ‘basically novelties’ which are
‘mostly... recognized after they have been produced’. This is compounded by
the fact that there are often ‘large time spans between when a physical act (eg
emission) takes place, and one becomes aware of the external effects it
creates’.26 It is very difficult, if not impossible, to govern unpredictable
externalities, such as the socio-technical externalities which result from new
technology, by means of ex ante regulation.
The law may produce disintegrating effects on the social area of life where the
nature of the harm is known, even if the regulator attempts to regulate in the
least disruptive way possible. A good topical example of this aspect of the
trilemma is the Basel II agreement on banking regulation.27 The type of harm to
be avoided was clear to the regulator: national taxpayers would suffer
significant losses in the event of a bank becoming insolvent because states
implicitly guarantee banking liabilities in order to prevent contagion and
systemic collapse. This is a clear externality. The method of occurrence was
also clear ex ante: a bank would become insolvent because it took excessive
risks. Basel II therefore sought to govern risk-taking in financial institutions to
prevent this happening by requiring banks to hold minimum amounts of capital.
It even endeavoured to avoid distortions in resource allocation by incorporating
fact-sensitivity: capital requirements were calculated according to a system of
weighting which took account of the risks associated with different asset
classes. The aim of this was to prevent banks from loading up their balance
sheets with riskier, and therefore higher yielding assets. However, the use of
minimum capital requirements to achieve this regulatory goal clashed with the
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market imperative to increase profits (measured in terms of return on equity),
which gave executives powerful incentives to move lending off balance sheet
and into the far riskier ‘shadow banking system’, which consists of unregulated
hedge funds, special purpose vehicles, conduits and so on. So Basel II not only
created a high level of regulatory costs as national regulators had to deal with
the complexities of an agreement among national central bankers which ran to
hundreds of pages; it also resulted in the disintegration of the banking system it
was sought to regulate, which actually led to more risk-taking and less
transparency.
Basel II demonstrates the bind in which regulators find themselves: if they seek
to avoid disintegrating effects on the social system by being less prescriptive
and placing greater reliance on self-regulation, the law risks becoming
irrelevant. Basel II allowed banks to adopt the Internal Ratings-Based (IRB)
method of risk-weighting as an alternative to the standard risk-weighting
approach. It allowed authorised banks to assign risk weightings according to
their own internal models and therefore to determine for themselves how much
capital to hold.28 The IRB too appears to have failed to control risk-taking in
any meaningful way, despite the fact that it was far less prescriptive than the
standard approach.
Finally, if the law tries to avoid the first two aspects of the trilemma, it is likely
to produce disintegrating effects on itself: as production processes become more
complex and supply chains become longer, regulation has to abandon general
principles applicable to entire industries or the economy as a whole in favour of
an approach which differentiates between, and is directed at, individual firms, or
even individual activities.29 This not only undermines the coherence of the law;
it also greatly increases regulatory costs. A good example of this is the response
to the financial crisis, which was focused on ‘crisis management’ at the expense
of underlying principle.30
The costs and likely distortions of instrumental regulation mean that regulators
who follow Coase’s prescription and carry out a cost benefit analysis of a
proposed law are likely to plump for leaving the question of social cost in the
hands of the parties. Moreover, as scholars such as Orts and Yosifon
emphasise,31 preventing regulation that reduces profitability is now viewed as a
core aspect of management, so even if regulation is feasible on a cost-benefit
basis, a political choice problem arises as well-capitalised corporations can
lobby against change, taking advantage of their relatively small numbers to
overcome collective action problems. For both these reasons, then, regulation of
particular externalities will frequently be lacking, and the matter will, as Coase
anticipated, be left in the hands of the parties. However, as the next section will
demonstrate, not only are transaction costs a formidable barrier to wealth
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enhancing reallocations of rights in relation to social cost, there are also other
barriers to bargaining between those concerned by an externality.

3. Governance of Externalities through ‘Coasean Bargaining’
Most neoclassical economists misrepresent Coase’s argument as the ‘Coase
Theorem’, which states that in a world without transaction costs, resources
would move to their highest valued use and regulation would be unnecessary.
The ‘Coase Theorem’ carries the normative implication that the role of law is
either to reduce transaction costs to make bargains to reallocate rights easier, or
to allocate rights to the party which values them most highly, thereby avoiding
the need for a transaction entirely. In other words, law’s only function is to
bring the world closer to the zero transaction cost world. Coase has distanced
himself from this extreme position, which focuses primarily on judicial
decision-making and rarely gives explicit consideration to the role of regulation.
It also ignores the various costs associated with going to court and therefore
runs counter to Coase’s project of encouraging economists to consider and
compare the costs associated with the various possible methods of governing
economic activity.
This section will focus on two important weaknesses in Coase’s assumptions.
First, like most economists, he assumes that property rights are given, or a
datum.32 He assumes that courts are capable of laying down a comprehensive
and clear ex ante allocation of property rights which can provide the basis for
subsequent bargaining between the parties concerned by a particular social cost.
This assumption may arise from the fact that Coase’s analysis is based on a
detailed examination of decided cases. However, this does not correspond with
the experience of most lawyers, and it is increasingly recognized, at least in
legal scholarship, that rights are very rarely if ever clearly allocated ex ante.33
Where rights are allocated by reference to the application of a standard (as in
negligence and most nuisance actions), the outcome depends on the selection of
a number of variables which cannot be predicted with any degree of confidence.
With regard to questions of law, there may be no clear precedent, or it may be
difficult to identify which precedents the court will apply. As for questions of
fact, a court’s findings of fact from the evidence presented are also
unpredictable, and this makes questions of causation and responsibility
unpredictable. The allocation of property rights is beset by even greater
uncertainty where the process which is claimed to create an externality is
technologically or scientifically complex. There are numerous barriers to the
parties knowing what their rights are in these circumstances, both because
precedents are lacking and because it is difficult to ascertain the legally relevant
facts about the externality in question. Where the law’s allocation of property
8

rights is not clear for these reasons, parties which are risk averse may simply
give up and endure the externality. Accessing the courts is expensive and risky,
and if the other party to the externality is well-resourced, this will have a
significant deterrent effect on litigation to clarify where rights lie.
Economists have gone to great lengths to deny that the legal allocation of rights
may be radically uncertain in the Knightian sense that the parties do not at least
know the probabilities of different allocations. They insist that the parties can
derive objective probabilities from legal advice and the information that is
disclosed during discovery. This requires that both the facts of the case and the
court’s decision on the law have to be treated as issues of pure information
asymmetry which are cured by the litigation process.34 In this account, the law
is reduced to a formal or mechanical process of applying existing rules to
objective facts in order to generate ex ante predictable outcomes. This, of
course, is a description of adjudication which few, if any, lawyers would
recognise, and is a perfect example of the legal formalism or reification
critiqued by, among others, Campbell and Picciotto.35
Uncertainty about the law does not cause lawyers great concern, and they are
well aware that litigation is often compromised to reduce cost and stress, or to
prevent reputational harm, with both parties giving a little ground to escape the
traumas of litigation. Simpson offers an important critique of Coase’s
assumption that bargaining between the parties will result in assets being
allocated to their highest value use. He compares the process of finding a
‘mutual accommodation’ to ‘the manner in which large numbers of people
contrive, by a process of cooperative adjustment, to use a sidewalk without
colliding with each other.’36 The point is that the law produces outcomes which
‘work’, but which can by no stretch of the imagination be described as optimal.
In contrast, economists have gone through theoretical contortions to
demonstrate that the parties are able to work out the probability of particular
allocations of property rights because this is essential to their assumption that
bargains allocate resources to a more valuable use. By allocating rights clearly,
the law provides an initial endowment, or distribution of costs and benefits, and
that distribution can then be improved by bargaining between economic agents
as long as transaction costs are not prohibitive.37 In contrast, if the parties do not
know how a court will allocate rights in relation to a disputed resource, there
can be no assumption that a bargain struck between two parties reallocates
rights to a higher valued use, and therefore the presence or absence of a bargain
between the parties carries no normative implications. In short, if the law is not
clear, rational calculation becomes impossible and so-called ‘Coasean
bargaining’ becomes indeterminate.
The second weakness is Coase’s assumption that transaction costs are the only
barrier to wealth-enhancing bargains to reallocate those property rights in
9

relation to a particular social cost. If this is not the case, then a regulator who
carries out a cost-benefit analysis will not identify all the relevant costs and may
not select the most appropriate governance structure for the externality in
question. Moreover, it is essential for a regulator examining a situation in which
no agreement is reached to understand why because this will influence the
regulator’s decision on whether regulation can be justified on efficiency
grounds. It may be because the rights are allocated to their highest value use;
because transaction costs are too high; or because there is some other barrier to
a bargain. In order to sustain Coase’s argument that transaction costs are the
crucial dimension for determining how social cost should be governed, the
notion of transaction costs has been considerably broadened. At first it included
costs such as identifying the other party, bargaining, drawing up a binding
contract, verifying performance and enforcement.38 However, since then, the
notion of transaction cost has been broadened. Transaction costs are no longer
simply the costs of physically producing an agreement; they include the
cognitive demands placed on the parties and the behavioural risks they face. For
example, Williamson argues that transaction costs arise because bounded
rationality and asset specificity (essentially co-specialisation) prevent the
production of fully contingent contracts, and therefore allow one party to
behave opportunistically at the expense of the other.39 We saw above that these
are the costs which make employees vulnerable to externalities despite the fact
that they have a contract with their employer. In addition, dispersed victims will
encounter all the obstacles to collective action, such as free rider problems, and
will have to bear the costs of setting up a governance structure to coordinate
their dealings with the corporation.40
This expansion of the concept strengthens Coase’s argument that transaction
costs are the only barrier to wealth-enhancing reallocations, but also makes it
more difficult for a regulator to identify them, and therefore further complicates
the already difficult task confronting regulators when they seek to identify
whether regulatory intervention can be justified on efficiency grounds, or
whether the costs of the economic activity should be left where they fall.
Moreover, there are other, more behavioural and sociological barriers to wealth
enhancing reallocations of resources, which can only be brought within the
category of transaction costs with considerable difficulty, if at all. Whether they
are brought within an extended notion of transaction costs or not, they are
difficult to evaluate but greatly reduce likelihood that the parties to an
externality will strike a bargain.
First, where one agent acts or takes decisions in a way which harms the wellbeing of another, this will give rise to acrimony, especially among geographical
neighbours. Some people will refuse to bargain for ‘psychological or
sociological’ reasons. People rarely want to talk to, let alone bargain with,
someone who has been impinging on their quiet enjoyment because this creates
10

antagonism, and they are disinclined ‘to think of the rights at stake in these
cases as readily commensurable with cash’.41 So for example, people rarely if
ever bargain around nuisance injunctions, and they are highly unlikely to be
willing to pay a polluter so that they can have the clean water they believe they
are entitled to.42 While Coase’s model attempts to abstract from moral
considerations, people’s willingness to bargain depends to a considerable extent
on the perceived fairness or morality of the other party.43 This means that
people may value something highly, but be unwilling to pay for it because they
do not consider it appropriate to pay for something to which they believe they
have an entitlement. These effects may be reinforced by the well-documented
endowment effect,44 according to which people value rights they possess more
highly than rights they might acquire. This effect presumably extends to rights
people believe they possess on the basis that they enjoyed access to particular
resources in the past. So, if a corporation interrupts a person’s existing quiet
enjoyment, the idea that they might pay the corporation in order to regain their
quiet enjoyment appears fanciful. The absence of an agreement here tells us
plenty about how angry people can get, but little or nothing about whether
resources are allocated efficiently.
Second, and relatedly, Vatn and Bromley emphasise that individuals may be
unwilling to pay to preserve the environment because they consider it
incongruous to treat environmental ‘goods and services’ in the same way as
commodities.45 They refer to survey evidence in which people say that species
diversity is very important for non-instrumental reasons, showing that they
value it highly. However, when they are asked to pay to preserve species
diversity, most people refuse to pay. This may be because it is incongruous to
choose between a moral principle and ordinary consumption goods. It may be
because they view preserving species diversity, along with other public goods
like a clean environment, as a public matter.46 It may be because there is no
institutional framework which helps them overcome the uncertainty they face as
to how these things should be valued.47 Whatever the exact reason, this line of
research strongly suggests that the people’s unwillingness to enter private
transactions to preserve the environment does not necessarily mean they do not
value the environment highly.48 This means it cannot be assumed merely
because of an absence of bargains that social wealth is maximised by destroying
the environment.49
Third, the parties may not even agree on the nature, existence and extent of the
externality. Before bargaining can occur, there must be a set of facts in relation
to which the parties concerned can bargain. The work of Michel Callon, which
is discussed in more detail in the next section, suggests that facts must be
constructed before the most appropriate method of governance can be
considered.50 Like transaction costs, the costs of constructing facts are highly
relevant to any analysis of which form of governance will be the most cost
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effective in dealing with a particular externality.51 The difficulty of course is
that, before a regulator can consider whether intervention can be justified, it
must incur the costs of constructing facts. In some cases, costs considerations
will deter a regulator from constructing facts, while in other cases, the regulator
will construct a set of facts even though they could have been constructed more
cost-effectively in a different governance setting. One only need think of the
costs associated with a commission of inquiry to see that governments face high
costs of fact production. Already at this stage, economists are beginning to look
at the costs of producing the facts about an externality and wondering whether it
might simply be more efficient to leave the externality where it falls. Since facts
have to be constructed before the most appropriate governance can be
identified, it follows that this method is unsuitable to prevent irreversible harms.
By the time a regulator comes to construct the facts about an alleged externality,
the harm from it will frequently already have occurred. In the case of a complex
system like the environment, the consequences of this kind of ex post
governance may be catastrophic.52 If the regulator refrains from constructing the
facts, leaving the matter to those concerned, any bargaining process will have to
confront both transaction costs and the costs of fact production. At present, the
only institutional structure of fact production available to the parties is
litigation, which gives rise to very high costs. As will be suggested in the final
part of this paper, fact construction within the corporate decision-making
process may well be a lower cost alternative.
Finally, economics generally proceeds on the basis that the initial distribution of
resources is a matter for the political system, and that the efficiency of resource
allocation is determined in relation to a given distribution of resources. Yet even
if we accept this, and ignore the adverse distributional consequences of
requiring ‘victims’ of externalities to pay to free themselves from harm, the
likely disparity in resources between a corporation and a private citizen cannot
but have an influence on the outcome of any negotiations or litigation between
them. The initial distribution arguably becomes relevant to economic analysis
where it becomes an obstacle to the operation of the governance structure which
the regulator expects will deal adequately with social cost. Individual citizens
who claim that they have been affected by the activities of large corporations
are likely to be risk-averse with regard to starting litigation. If – as was argued
above – the outcome of litigation is often radically uncertain and the parties do
not know the probabilities, this will have a deterrent effect, which will be
compounded by rules about legal costs which expose private plaintiffs to
catastrophic economic loss if they are unsuccessful. Individuals will face greater
stress from legal proceedings, both because they have a personal interest at
stake (in comparison with the corporation’s managers and shareholders) and
because they are more likely to be directly involved in the proceedings. All of
this will be well understood by corporations (or at least their lawyers), and will
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therefore influence any negotiations which take place between them. The
corporation will certainly put the complainants to proof, which has the effect of
transferring all the fact construction costs onto them. They may also be able to
use their superior resources to increase those costs by hiring all the available
local experts, and using procedural rules strategically to overwhelm the
complainants. If affected individuals seek to pool resources and form a group to
advance their complaint, the corporation can respond to the threat or initiation
of litigation with ‘divide and conquer’ strategies. Finally, the corporation can
supplement these legal strategies with a public relations campaign, claiming that
the issue is one that should be dealt by government, whilst retaining lobbyists to
persuade the government in question not to intervene.53
Together, these arguments suggest that – in legal practice rather than economic
theory – Coasean bargaining is, and will always be, a rare occurrence. If this is
the case, the absence of a bargain dealing with a particular externality cannot
necessarily be equated with resources being allocated efficiently. Whether these
obstacles to bargaining are subsumed into the transaction cost category, or
whether they are viewed as a separate category of costs, they suggest that
bargaining will be a rare – and expensive – way of dealing with corporate
externalities.
The economist’s answer is that if these costs are high, making bargains unlikely,
and if government regulation is also costly, then the social costs should simply
be left where they fall, and that this is the best possible outcome in the
circumstances.54 This might be acceptable if externalities were a rare outcome
of economic activity, allowing economists simply to assume, without empirical
analysis, that the social gains from particular economic activities outweigh the
social costs. However, once we move away from neoclassical economic models
with their operating presumption that markets do not fail, there is growing
acceptance that externalities are pervasive. For example, Coase refers to the
‘ubiquitous nature of ‘externalities’’,55 while Kapp argues that ‘empirical
analysis has yielded new evidence of social losses and has reinforced the
hypothesis that social costs are not minor exceptions to the rule but are typical
phenomena’.56 This suggests that, before we can be sanguine about leaving
social costs where they fall, we ought to attempt to identify them and quantify
their economic impact. It will be argued below that the production of this
knowledge is one of the advantages of governing externalities through CSR.
These arguments suggest that it is not appropriate to govern social cost on the
basis of a starting assumption that economic activity does not create
externalities. Instead, governance structures should be designed to identify
whether economic activities give rise to social cost, and if so, to find ways of
correcting, or otherwise dealing with, those social costs so as to increase social
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wealth. This paper suggests that CSR is one method by which this might be
achieved.

4. Governance of Externalities through Reflexive CSR
The above discussion has shown that both instrumental regulation and
bargaining between the parties face considerable difficulties in dealing
adequately with externalities, and suggested that externalities are widespread. In
light of this, it is suggested that the possibility of governing externalities
through the corporate decision-making process should be considered more
carefully. Coase did not explicitly consider the governance of social cost
through the firm or corporation, although in a 1937 paper he did set out his
pathbreaking theory that firms supersede the market as a resource allocation
mechanism where transaction costs are high.57 Using the existing label
‘corporate social responsibility’ to refer to the process whereby corporations
voluntarily decide to internalise their externalities serves to emphasise that only
corporations which do so can claim to be socially responsible. However, it is
important to note that linking CSR to externalities in this way differs in
important respects from conventional approaches to CSR.
One understanding of CSR is that it is simply one way of pursuing shareholder
value by developing a reputation for ‘doing good’ through undertaking
philanthropic activities. Examples of this are the fast food chain which sets up
hospice facilities for terminally ill children, or the investment bank which funds
nonprofit organizations that assist disabled veterans. Decisions to fund these
projects may be taken out of genuine concern, but they can be justified for their
instrumental value.58 The argument is that the organization will be more
profitable if it develops a reputation for doing ‘good’ in the community. The
approach to CSR being suggested in this paper differs radically from this
philanthropy model because corporate decisions to make social expenditures are
identified by reference to the effects that the corporation creates on its
environment.
Another understanding of CSR is ‘sustainability CSR’, which is akin to the
concept of ‘enlightened shareholder value’. It describes the practice of
corporations which understand that their ‘long-run prosperity depends on the
well-being of its various stakeholders, including workers, suppliers and
customers’, and so take account of these interests in making decisions.59 This
approach (which is permissible, but not mandatory in common law systems)
comes closer to what is being discussed here because it describes corporations
taking account of the effects of their decisions on various stakeholders.
However it still falls some way short for two related reasons. First, corporations
will be highly unlikely to take account of affected groups unless they have the
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ability to affect its bottom line. In contrast, CSR as externality internalisation
focuses on the harm done to the affected group rather than the effect of
internalising a particular group’s interests or expectations on corporate
profitability. Second, and relatedly, within the current institutional framework,
corporations will only be likely to internalise externalities where their
management can articulate a ‘business case’ for doing so. Corporations will not
voluntarily internalise externalities where this requires a sacrifice of profits
which is not expected (or at least claimed by management in a convincing
manner) to generate returns in the future. In some circumstances, managers may
be able to make a case that a company which internalises its externalities signals
the quality of its products to consumers, and therefore will be more profitable in
the long run.60 However, in the more normal case where no convincing
shareholder value case can be made for internalising a particular externality, it
may even be unlawful to internalise it in many common law jurisdictions.61
Thus at present it would be surprising if corporations were voluntarily to
internalise externalities which have not attracted public attention, concern
disputed issues of fact, or threaten long-term harm without immediate
symptoms. Yet these are precisely the characteristics of many of the
externalities which threaten the most serious harm.
This brief outline shows that conventional approaches to CSR always have at
least one eye on the business case for voluntary action; in contrast to this,
treating CSR as externality internalisation moves beyond business case
justifications for particular decisions and focuses on whether corporate
decisions and activities are producing unacceptable social costs.
The theory of reflexive law provides a powerful justification for using the
corporate decision-making process to govern externalities. Advocates of
reflexive law claim that it can be used to regulate social systems, including
corporations, ‘that otherwise would be impossible to regulate’.62 It is
particularly appropriate for complex, functionally differentiated societies where
prescriptive interventions in the legal system create interference or ‘irritations’
in other social subsystems like the economy or corporations.63 Reflexive law
avoids the regulatory trilemma by understanding and working with the
autonomy of corporate decision-making processes, but steering them so that
they are more likely to identify and take account of the effects they have on
their environment. In autopoietic systems theory, which forms the basis for the
theory of reflexive law, corporations are understood as the law’s reconstruction
and personification of the organizations which it observes in its environment
and which meet specified criteria laid down by the law itself.64 Organizations
are social subsystems which consist of linked decisions, and those decisions
determine both what the corporation selects as relevant from its environment,
and how it responds to those selections. They are ‘autopoietic’ because they
themselves produce the decisions of which they consist according to their own
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logic and without direct input from their environment. In other words, they have
qualified autonomy from their environment, which they construct within their
own internal communications according to their own procedures. Within
organizations, each decision forms the premise for the decisions which follow
it, which means that it serves as ‘a normative point of reference’ to be ‘taken
into account in the process of generating, recognizing, and connecting
operations as decisions to prior decisions.’65 Those decisions in turn motivate
actions in the organization’s physical environment, and those actions may
produce outcomes which are externalities because they are not consented to by
those affected. Reflexive law therefore seeks to influence the way in which
decisions are made, rather than prescribing ways of acting in pursuit of specific
goals.
One decision which exercises a strong normative influence over subsequent
organizational decisions is its goal. Corporate law is highly permissive with
regard to goals, merely requiring that decisions be made in ‘the interests of the
corporation’, and giving management a broad margin of discretion under the
‘business judgement’ rule. However, under market pressure, many corporations
have adopted the goal of producing shareholder value, commonly expressed in
terms of return on equity. As a system of recursively linked decision premises,
corporations as organizations tend to continue to do things which worked in the
past, unless and until a decision to do things differently can be justified and
gains acceptance among decision-makers. The main insight that systems theory
contributes to corporate governance regulation is that corporations observe law
in their environment and reconstruct its demands. Corporations then decide
whether and how to comply with the law. Since law can threaten sanctions
(which corporations reconstruct as a financial cost), it will be taken into account
in making decisions, but the regulator can never be sure how a corporation will
respond to a particular law. Where law is instrumental, corporations may make
decisions to act in ways which frustrate the regulatory goal, even if they
formally comply with the regulation in question. Again, Basel II is a good
example of this, with financial corporations complying with the rules about
capital, but doing it in a way – moving assets and liabilities off balance sheet –
which frustrated the aim of the regulation – controlling risk-taking. They did
this because the rules threatened their goal and other decisions linked to it –
namely producing shareholder value as expressed by return on equity.
Reflexive law therefore abandons instrumental regulation in favour of
procedural regulation aimed at steering the decision-making process but without
attempting to impose particular outcomes on it. It is a means by which a
regulator can steer corporations towards greater internalisation of their
externalities without producing second order effects, or distortions. In order to
achieve this, two procedural norms might be suggested. First, corporations
might be required to consult with those who consider themselves affected by the
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corporation’s decision-making so that they learn about their effects on their
environment and identify means of mitigating or internalising those effects.
Second, decision-makers such as directors and managers might be required to
take decisions in good faith in the interests of the corporation (or perhaps the
shareholders – depending on the jurisdiction in question), whilst internalising
any externalities of which they become aware in the course of consulting
affected groups. Procedural norms such as these would bypass the regulatory
trilemma, and, by bringing the corporation and affected groups together for
dialogue at a relatively early stage, sidestep many of the barriers to ‘Coasean
bargaining’ discussed above. In this way, it would mark out a middle ground
between the two alternatives conventionally proposed, a form of ‘regulated selfregulation’.
Besides avoiding the trilemma and the difficulties of bargaining, requiring
corporations to identify and address externalities in this way offers a number of
other advantages over the more conventional alternatives discussed above, and
could therefore be used as an alternative or, more likely, a complement to them.
The work of constructivist sociologist Michel Callon demonstrates some of the
advantages of proceeding in this way. In his work, Callon emphasises that
externalities occur because they overflow the ‘frames’ used by actors and
decision-makers, and are therefore not taken into account. The frame is the
boundary within which the interactions in question ‘take place more or less
independently of their surrounding context’.66 What falls outside the frame is
‘bracketed’ and removed from consideration by the relevant actors. Where
corporations have adopted the goal of shareholder value, they will have built up
structures of decision premises which frame decisions and exclude anything that
cannot be argued to advance that goal. Corporate managers and shareholders
have ‘agreed’ that managers should make decisions using a frame which
includes effects on shareholders (measured by reference to the share price or
return on equity), while effects on third parties will only come within the frame
if management considers that they are likely to have consequences for returns to
shareholders. This may be the case, for example, where a particular action is
illegal or where it is likely to harm the corporation’s reputation. Other
consequences of corporate activity, such as long term and diffuse effects on the
environment or other, difficult to measure externalities, will be bracketed
outside the corporate frame and will not be taken into account by management.
Like Coase, Callon recognises that externalities are ‘the rule’ rather than an
exception.
The solution is for decision-makers to expand their frames so that they include
more externalities. Callon describes the place where decision-makers and
affected groups meet so that this broader process of framing may occur as a
hybrid forum because ‘facts and values... become entangled’ and specialists and
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non-specialists have to work together to construct an image of the overflows in
question.67 The forum mixes together scientific construction of facts with
decision-making and rule-making, all of which is carried out by a variety of
actors with different interests and expectations.68 Callon’s recent work has
focused on the role of hybrid forums in constructing acceptable solutions to
issues of public concern such as deep burial of nuclear waste or the spread of
BSE in the United Kingdom.69 However, his earlier work established the
ubiquity of the overflow and demonstrated that, whether an overflow is to be
governed by a corporate decision, a contract or regulatory intervention, it has to
be traced or mapped first. It is the task of the hybrid forum to trace the overflow
and identify an appropriate means of governing it. The solution does not
necessarily have to be a bespoke way of dealing with a particular, fully
specified externality. In the corporate context, it could be a decision premise
which tells corporate decision-makers how to act where they identify specific
facts in the corporation’s environment, or it could involve the creation of norms
about how the hybrid forum ought to proceed in relation to a class of
externalities.
Callon and Rip emphasise that the role of the hybrid forum (or ‘expertise’ as
they term it) is to establish ‘an acceptable alignment between what one knows
(or believes one knows), what the actors want and expect (which is often
contradictory) and the procedures to follow to elaborate norms.’ The norms
which emerge from these forums must be ‘scientifically plausible’, ‘socially
viable’ and ‘juridically acceptable’. Where all three criteria are satisfied, the
norm will ‘stabilise for a certain period an agreement on what one knows, what
is socially acceptable and the rules for reaching agreement’.70 Like corporate
decision premises, these norms are always revisable, and simply represent an
arrangement or accommodation which is ‘by no means perfect, but is
acceptable’ because it is ‘collectively elaborated, constructed, and by which we
reconcile our differences, at least for a limited period.’71 Although his work is
not explicitly normative and does not address the governance of externalities
through the corporate decision-making process, Callon’s approach could be
used to inform the design of reflexive regulation designed to steer corporations
to identify the social costs their operations create and appropriate means of
internalising them.
This proposal that corporations should constitute hybrid forums to guide their
decision-making gives rise to a number of questions. The first concerns the
procedures to be followed by the hybrid forum. Research into reflexive
governance emphasises that the rules governing interactions between
stakeholders should be established by the participants and revised in the light of
experience.72 While desirable in theory, this proposal, like all proposals for
collective action or decision-making, must confront a number of difficulties. For
example, must everyone concerned by a particular activity agree on the facts
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which are constructed and the proposed solution, or will a majority suffice?
How are the procedural norms that apply to operations of the hybrid forum to be
established? There is clearly potential here for hold-up, for example, or for more
socially or economically powerful groups to dominate proceedings. It may be
that these are questions which can be left to the forum itself. It may be that the
law – perhaps the judiciary through the imposition of standards to ensure fair
participation73 – would have to intervene in some way if the proceedings of
hybrid forums become unduly long or unruly. However, this is not a fatal
objection to this suggestion; after all, corporate law had to deal with similar
problems regarding relations between majority and minority, and between board
and shareholders, and it managed to avoid deadlock while remaining, for the
most part, permissive and facilitative. In principle there is no reason why the
same outcome should not be achieved in relation to a hybrid forum.
The second question concerns how to guarantee that the forum will be a place of
mutual learning and dialogue which transcend narrow self-interest. These are
problems that all reflexive law or ‘new governance’ proposals must contend
with. One thing that is clear is that they will not be solved by a regulator laying
down prescriptive rules because the regulator cannot anticipate the factual
context of particular decisions. It is possible that the public nature of
proceedings would constrain some of the most intense self-interest seeking. It
may be that by embedding CSR considerations in the corporate governance
process, the law brings about a change in people’s conceptions of the role of
corporations in society, making the parties to an externality less antagonistic.
All of this remains to be seen and answers to these questions will only be
identified through experimentation.
Once the facts about the externality and a mutually acceptable solution are
identified, we might expect corporations which have a CSR programme
voluntarily to internalise them, at least where it can be argued that there is a
business case for doing so. This would link with earlier decisions that
rationalise the CSR programme as a means to achieve the corporation’s goal of
shareholder value. In contrast, where no business case for internalisation can be
made out for an externality which has been identified, internalisation will not
occur in corporations which have adopted the goal of shareholder value in the
absence of the procedural legal intervention discussed above. The proposal to
elevate externality internalisation to the status of a corporate goal would be
absolutely crucial here, because it would provide a decision premise that
exercises a normative influence on all corporate decision-making.
While reflexive governance raises a number of difficult questions, Callon’s
approach highlights a number of advantages of governing externalities in this
way. Instrumental regulation requires the regulator to identify in advance at
least the type of externality and to prescribe how corporations should respond to
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the occurrence of that kind of externality. Without detailed knowledge of the
context, this is extremely difficult. Reflexive governance has greater capacity
both in terms of identifying externalities on an ongoing basis, and in terms of
generating mutually acceptable solutions. A hybrid forum might also be a more
effective, efficient and fair way of constructing facts than interest group
lobbying in a political process. Callon’s approach also offers advantages when
compared with litigation. Although judges only have to deal with one specific
factual context, their adversarial procedures make courts a very expensive
method of constructing facts, and give rise to antagonism between the parties.
Moreover, courts are limited as to the remedies they can award. As for ‘Coasean
bargaining’, it is far from clear that the parties to an externality ever get together
of their own accord to agree on the facts about a particular externality. If the law
were to require companies publicly to consult those who consider themselves
affected, there would be a better chance of a mutually acceptable set of facts
emerging, and there is also greater scope for the parties to identify a remedy
which satisfies everyone. This argument suggests that a hybrid forum may well
be a lower cost means of governing externalities than instrumental regulation,
litigation or Coasean bargaining. Moreover, since all concerned consent to the
decisions of the forum, it cures the externality without producing second order
effects. At the very least, therefore, regulators should consider reflexive CSR as
an alternative mechanism for the governance of externalities, especially where it
seems likely that there are complex, ‘socio-technical’ externalities.
Unsurprisingly, given their guiding assumption that returns to shareholders are
the best possible proxy for increases in social wealth, shareholder value
theorists are implacably opposed to using the corporate decision-making
process to govern externalities and prefer bargaining between the parties.74
However, their arguments rest on a number of assumptions which were
questioned above, namely that it is possible comprehensively to allocate
property rights ex ante; that transaction costs are the only barrier to market
reallocations of rights; and that the parties have access to the facts about the
nature and extent of the externalities. Moreover, the preceding reform
discussions highlight that the corporation is a social construct, so, unlike
humans, its goals and the frames it uses to make decisions can be changed by
law.
Under contractarian models of corporate governance, the corporate goal of
shareholder value is justified on the basis that it produces more social wealth
than any other means of governance.75 Yet this justification is based not on
empirical research but unjustifiable assumptions about the ability of the law to
deal adequately with social costs by means of instrumental regulation and the
parties to use market-based contracting. Where these solutions are not viable,
the social costs of corporate decision-making are not even identified, which
means they are not accounted for and deducted from the benefits of corporate
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activity.76 It is then simply assumed that if the regulator abstains from
intervention on the basis of cost-benefit analysis and the parties do not bargain
for a solution, the best possible outcome in the circumstances is achieved
because the costs of the solution must exceed the benefits. Yet as was shown
above, the parties may leave externalities where they fall for cognitive and
behavioural reasons, as well as for reasons of transaction cost. Moreover, by
limiting regulators in this way, the dominant economic model actually prevents
the empirical identification of social costs and closes off the argument that, as
currently configured, corporate governance does not produce the best social
outcomes. Finally, granting managers greater discretion to take social costs into
account is opposed on the grounds that it would result in managerial
unaccountability to shareholders. Yet where managers are incentivised to pursue
only the interest of shareholders as expressed in the share price, and even to
externalise costs onto society wherever this is not explicitly forbidden, those
affected face an uphill struggle to hold management and corporations to
account.
Transaction costs, however, remain central to most analyses. Economists say
that without transaction costs, there would be no externalities, and they prove
this with their models. Other scholars emphasise that it is impossible to
eliminate transaction costs entirely because transactions ‘can only take place
within a constitutive social system. If one really took away all the costs of
exchanging, the exchange would not take place cost-free. It simply would not
take place at all.’77 Coase too observed that ‘It would not seem worthwhile to
spend much time investigating the properties of’ a world without transaction
costs, in which ‘externity can be experienced in a split second.’78 Since
transaction costs can never be completely eliminated, true followers of Coase,
as we have seen, use comparative institutional analysis to compare the costs of
different governance structures and make a selection between the market
(Coasean bargaining) and the law (regulation or taxation). Yet in both of these
Coasean approaches, it seems as though transaction costs, rather than human
decision-making, are somehow to blame for creation and continuance of
particular externalities. Vatn and Bromley offer a powerful critique of this
assumption. They argue that transaction costs are a ‘deus ex machina’ in
economic theory because they simply appear on the scene with no explanation
of where they come from.79 Vatn and Bromley offer a radically different
account of market failure which proceeds as follows.
Externalities are inevitable where an economy is organized in line with the
market model, which calls for control over resources to be divided between selfinterested atomistic agents as a means to the end of increasing social wealth.
This very division is ‘the mechanism responsible for creating some of the
limitations of that very same model. Through atomization, the number of
borders among economic agents increases, thereby amplifying transaction costs
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and hence contributing to the generation of externalities.’80 Externalities arise
because, as Callon would put it, the consequences of decisions overflow the
frames used by actors to make those decisions, yet those frames are part and
parcel of the institutional structure of the economy. The greater the atomisation
of economic actors, the more externalities there will be and the higher the costs
of governing them will be. Economists then claim that these externalities cannot
be solved efficiently on the basis that, if the benefits of correcting the
externality exceeded the costs, atomised agents would strike a bargain to cure
the externality. It follows from this that social wealth is maximised by not
intervening. However, since externalities and transaction costs necessarily arise
from the organisation of the economy along market lines, this means, say Vatn
and Bromley, that ‘the issue of efficiency is caught up in a severe circularity.’81
The unspoken assumptions underlying the economists’ argument is that social
wealth is increased by more where economic activity is organised and governed
as it is at present than under any possible alternative configuration,82 and that
externalities are an exception rather than the rule, so their costs are outweighed
by the benefits of market organization across the economy as a whole. Yet these
are matters of faith rather than empirical evidence.
It is possible to go further and argue that where this atomistic market structure is
combined with corporate governance structures intended to prioritise and
incentivise managers to pursue shareholder value, externalities will actually
increase. Corporations will shift costs wherever this can be done ‘without
violating any previously established and enforceable rights’.83 Wherever cost
shifting is not clearly unlawful – for example where the law or the relevant facts
are unclear – the morality of doing so is not clear, and in fact, ‘shifting costs in
a permissive rights regime can be equated with good business practices’.84
Within a corporate governance regime that rewards decision-makers for
increasing return on equity, cost-shifting within the law and even within areas
where the law is unclear, is strongly incentivised. Moreover, as Vatn and
Bromley point out, successful (because it increases return on equity) costshifting is likely to be emulated by competitors, with the effect that
‘externalities will almost certainly increase over time.’85
Once we view externalities as inherent in the market form of economic
governance, then it becomes desirable for them to be addressed in a socially
satisfactory way by the institutional structure of the economic system.86 One
way of doing that is to begin by assuming that corporate decision-making within
a market structure produces the common good most of the time, but to recognise
that this assumption must sometimes give way where decisions produce effects
which overflow the frames used by managers. Where the facts constructed
through the collective, discursive processes of a hybrid forum show that a
decision adversely affects non-consenting parties, corporations should be
required to change their decision-making frame so that they allocate resources
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in a way which takes account of, or internalises, the social costs which have
been identified. In this way externalities are governed by the very decisionmaking structure that creates them. The role of the hybrid forum is to identify
when frames need to be changed and what the new frames should encompass;
the role of the law is to constitute the hybrid forum and to require corporate
decision-makers to use that new frame.
One final objection to this method of governing externalities can be anticipated
here. Since the hybrid forum does not generate prices which can be used as the
basis for allocating resources, there is no way of assessing whether corporate
decisions to internalise externalities enhance social wealth in a given case. It is
true that this method of governance does not rely on prices. However, as we saw
above, where property rights are unclear, as will often be the case, the prices
demanded by the parties for giving up particular rights are not a reliable guide
to efficient resource allocation. Prices will be lacking entirely where, for the
various reasons discussed above, the parties do not bargain about a particular
externality. Finally, since the market’s failure to price third party effects is
inherent in its structure, another means of assessing value must be adopted. That
other means is the social construction of value through dialogue among all
concerned. As Bromley points out, ‘there is no such thing as a priori truth about
preferences or about what various parts of nature are ‘worth’ – either
structurally, functionally, or monetarily. Individuals must sit down together and
figure out what these things seem to be worth.’87

5. Conclusion
This paper has argued that externalities of economic activity are ubiquitous, yet
the standard economic prescription for dealing with them leaves many of them
unsolved, claiming that this is the best possible outcome in the circumstances. It
is widely recognised that government regulation is likely to give rise to
considerable costs and to create second-order effects. Most economists therefore
prefer to leave a particular externality to bargaining between those concerned,
and where no bargain is struck, they are content to assume that the externality in
question cannot be solved in a cost-effective manner. However, there are many
barriers to bargaining which do not fall within even the broadest notion of
transaction costs, and therefore it is essential to consider other ways of
governing externalities. This paper has suggested that externalities could be
governed in a cost-effective manner through the corporate decision-making
process. The establishment of a hybrid forum in which those affected by an
externality trace the existence and effects of externalities and find mutually
acceptable solutions would enable many more externalities to be governed than
at present. This process would have to be supported by law, but the use of
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reflexive regulation would not produce second order effects because it would
impose procedural rather than substantive outcomes. Finally, the paper
suggested that, since externalities are an inevitable product of the institutional
structure of the economy, they can only be dealt with systematically by
requiring economic actors to change the frames they use when making
decisions. Together these arguments suggest that reflexive CSR would be a
valuable addition to the regulatory toolbox for dealing with social cost.
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Notes
1

Meade offers the following definition: ‘An external... diseconomy... is an
event which... inflicts an appreciable damage... on some person or persons who
were not fully consenting parties in reaching the decision or decisions which
lead directly or indirectly to the event in question.’ J. Meade, The Theory of
Economic Externalities (Leiden 1973) at 15.
2

N. Stern, The Economics of Climate Change: the Stern Review (Cambridge
2007) at 27
3

This was recognised by Bator as long ago as 1958 who noted that ‘the notion
of external economies... belongs to a more general doctrine of ‘direct
interaction’. Such interaction, whether it involves producer-producer, consumerconsumer, producer-consumer, or employer-employee relations, consists in
interdependencies that are external to the price system, hence unaccounted for
by market valuations.’ See F. M. Bator, ‘The Anatomy of Market Failure’
(1958) 72 The Quarterly Journal of Economics 351 at 358.
4

So for example, Easterbrook and Fischel argue that a ‘corporation’s choice of
governance mechanisms does not create substantial third party-effects...
Investors, employees, and others can participate or go elsewhere.’
5

See for example, M. Blair, Ownership and Control : Rethinking Corporate
Governance for the Twenty-first Century (Washington, D.C. 1995) pp. vii; A.
Johnston, EC Regulation of Corporate Governance (Cambridge 2009) , chapter
three.

6

For a discussion of transaction costs and the other barriers to contracting, see
O. Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism (New York 1985) ,
chapter one. Williamson recognises that a legally binding contract may be
impossible for various reasons, including asset specificity (essentially cospecialisation), bounded rationality, uncertainty, information asymmetry and
transaction costs. This creates scope for one party opportunistically to take a
decision or act in a particular way which benefits them at the expense of the
other. Williamson suggests that where these factors create a risk of
opportunism, or ‘self-interest seeking with guile’, the parties will voluntarily put
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